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Introduction

The Geological Survey of Finland

(GTK) has systematically mapped the

geology and Earth resources of Fin-

land over the last 100 years. Regional

geology programs are typically long-

term and their development is more of

a stepwise evolution than revolution-

ary changes driven by new technolo-

gies. From the 1980s all of the field

observations have been stored in a

GTK database, and since the 1990s,

the GIS approach showed the way to

fully digital mapping processes. The

map sheet based approach was re-

placed in 2005 by a seamless bedrock

map database, which was recently de-

veloped further towards a system of

nationwide thematic layers compati-

ble with the (IUGS-CGI-GeoSciML)

standards.

The surficial geology mapping pro-

cess was completely renewed after the

emergence of LiDAR imagery. The

Quaternary mapping program was re-

placed by modern glacial terrain map-

ping that was conceptually influenced

by glacial dynamics of the Fenno-

scandian ice sheet. The new mapping

process and production of thematic

Quaternary maps (Putkinen et al.,

2017) is complemented by modelling

(2.5D and 3D) of the subsurface asso-

ciated with groundwater (Putkinen et

al., 2014) and urban geological re-

search (Ojala et al., 2007; Ojala et al.,

2018).

GTK has a long tradition of geophysi-

cal modelling and more than 20 years

of experience with ore deposit scale

3D-modelling. Belt scale bedrock

modelling has been tested in several

locations (e.g., Niiranen et al., 2014;

Laine et al., 2015). The Onkalo Pro-

ject (Bedrock Repository for Nuclear

Waste) has been a test bench for En-

gineering Geology 3D applications.

The 3D-modelling and -mapping has

emerged with developing technolo-

gies, and 3D is now gradually becom-

ing the mainstream in depiction and

conceptualization of geology. As a

logical step forward, the GTK in 2017

started preparation for a National Ge-

ological 3D-framework of Finland.

Organizational Structure
and Business Model

GTK is a government agency and

geoscience research center operating

under the Ministry of Economic Af-

fairs and Employment. Its activities

are aligned with national priorities in

research, innovation, and energy pol-

icy areas, and there is an active role

in the mineral policies of Finland and

the EU. GTK core activities are de-

fined as follows:

• Survey and research of Earth’s re-

sources and their sustainable use

• Management and delivery of na-

tional geoscience data

• Provision of geoscience informa-

tion for society and the business

sector

• Promotion of regional develop-

ment

• Specialist services for community

and commercial customers

• Active collaboration in interna-

tional projects

GTK is currently operated by a com-

bination of research processes (infor-

mation management) and projects

(operative activities) via 14 core com-

petencies within business units. Three

of the business units (‘Regional Geo-

data and Interpretation’, ‘Corporate

Geodata Management’ and ‘Digital

Products and Services’) have a basic

role in compilation, management and

delivery of the GTK corporate geoin-

formation.

Like many European GSO’s, GTK

has been encouraged to increase its

customer orientation and income from

contracted research. Currently GTK

earns about one third of its annual

turnover (c. €50 million) from exter-
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nal revenues. The volume of regional

mapping activities has considerably

shrunk during the last ten years for

various reasons. Nevertheless, the ex-

tensive GTK databases combined

with modern information infrastruc-

ture still provide a good work envi-

ronment for regional interpretation

supported by targeted field checking.

The systematic development of the

GTK 3D mapping processes and

work flows is seen as one major chal-

lenge in the coming years.

Overview of 3D
Modelling Activities

GTK during the last ten of years has

developed a vision and a national ap-

proach for production, storage, and

services for all interpreted geological

data (e.g., maps and models). The 2D

realization is the seamless map data-

base. The nationwide thematic maps

‘Bedrock Units’, ‘Metamorphic Do-

mains’ and ‘Thickness of superficial

deposits’ are completed, and the

themes ‘Structural Geology’, ‘Tec-

tonostratigraphic Units’, ‘Metallo-

geny’ and ‘Glacial terrains’ are in

compilation. The unit-based map

themes are linked to a non-spatial

stratigraphic database (Finstrati),

which will further be linked to pri-

mary references (scientific publica-

tions and reports).

The overall objectives for the Na-

tional Geological Framework of Fin-

land (NGFF) cover all aspects of

GTK mission. Basically a modern in-

formation system for all corporate

data (primary and interpreted 2D/3D)

with a well-organized and structured

database is a major asset for the long-

term relevance of GTK as a science

based agency. The solid data frame-

work increases both efficiency of pro-

cesses and quality of the end-products

in all activities (contracted projects/

customer solutions, GTK mapping

processes, and science).

From that point of view the 3D-

framework - an extension and essen-

tial part of the NGFF - shall be scien-

tifically solid, harmonized with the

map database, and capable to accom-

modate differently scaled models. The

following requirements have been

identified: (1) the conceptual data

models must be nationally relevant,

(2) the framework must be capable to

serve various research themes (e.g.,

tectonic modelling, mineral systems

modelling, and surficial and engineer-

ing-geological modelling) with suffi-

cient spatial resolution, (3) the nation-

wide realizations (models) must act as

an integrated basis for various types

of geological interpretation, and

(4) the framework must guide novel

ideas and support future research.

The current activities and the plans

for the coming years are grouped as

follows: (1) NGFF, (2) Bedrock geol-

ogy, (3) Quaternary geology, and

(4) Engineering geology. For clarity,

the following sections below are

structured accordingly. The regional

geological setting and rationale for

the division is discussed in the sepa-

rate section below.

NGFF

2018 (-2020) Activities

• NGFF data architecture with three

master data domains: Spatial (2D

and 3D) – Finstrati unit database –

Primary references

• NGFF Data Models and Model

Feature Catalogs (in collaboration

with several projects)

• Vocabularies and Stratigraphic

Lexicons (links to GeoSciML vo-

cabularies; National vocabularies;

Finstrati extensions)

• NGFF technology architecture (in-

cluding 3D software; 3D database

solutions)

Bedrock Geology

2018 (-2020) Activities

• Crustal scale bedrock 3D model-

ling (ver. 1.0 / 2019; depth of

Moho, tectonic province bound-

aries and crustal scale structures)

• Belt scale 3D modelling (geologi-

cal models / mineral system mod-

els) of bedrock; the generic GTK

approach (2019; definitions, work

flows, testing); two case-study

projects ongoing

• Ore deposit-scale modelling

(mostly contracted work)

• GECCO project (funded by the

Academy of Finland) combines

expertise in high performance

computing and geomodelling. The

aim is to analyze the sources of the

uncertainties and the tools to man-

age and visualize these using sto-

chastic geophysical inversion.

• Testing of different scale (nation-

wide-belt scale-ore deposit scale)

models within the NGFF data

model

Examples of existing models are pre-

sented in Figures 1 and 2. More bed-

rock models are presented in Niiranen

et al. (2014) and Aatos (2016).

Quaternary Geology

In the following years the main focus

will be (1) use of the new unit-based

surficial geology data model to 3D

modelling and (2) improved coher-

ence of the local (e.g., groundwater)

and more regional models.

2018 (-2020) Activities

• Several 2.5D cross section-based /

3D block esker aquifer models per

year (Figure 3).

• Definition and testing of a nation-

wide map-unit based system (Fin-

strati) for superficial deposits and

their application to thematic 3D

models.

• Pilot models of nationwide 3D

compilations (e.g., overburden

thickness, glacial meltstream de-

posits, major till beds and peat de-

posits).

• A 3D database for hydrogeology

projects will be connected to the

GTK’s Internet user interface to

present real-time groundwater ta-

ble viewing in geological context.

(GTK-BGS Groundhog Desktop

and Web system development col-

laboration)
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Figure 1. Semiregional 3D model (30 km x 24 km x 10 km) from Vihanti mine district (reddish colors: di-
verse granitoids, dark brown: gabbro, pale green: intermediate metavolcanics, green: mafic metavolcan-
ics; for details see the reference: Promine project; Laine et al., 2015).

Figure 2. Mine scale 3D model from Pyhäsalmi mine. Mine shaft (blue frame) is 1430 m deep. Model
viewing direction from south (yellow: altered felsic metavolcanics, purple: massive sulfide ore; for details
see the reference: Promine project, Laine et al., 2015).



• Search and definition of local and

regionally significant unconformi-

ties for allostratigraphic subdivi-

sion of the late Pleistocene and

Holocene strata in the Finnish sea

areas and farther in the Baltic Sea.

Engineering Geology

Engineering-geological modelling

builds upon 2D and 3D models of su-

perficial deposits, sedimentological

logs, their geotechnical properties and

drill holes (e.g., Ojala, 2007; Ojala et

al., 2017).

2018 (-2020) Activities

• 3D modelling of the spatial distri-

bution and thickness of fine-

grained deposits in the Helsinki

capital region (Geo model).

• Modelling of surface and bottom

topography of fine-grained sedi-

ments to characterize surface relief

types and to classify different sedi-

mentary environments (basin

model)

• Regional distribution of different

types of fine-grained sediments,

including sulphide clay, and inte-

grated geological 3D models of

sediment showing their engineer-

ing properties (sediment model)

(Figure 4).

Fractures and especially the bedrock

weakness zones have been mapped in

2D for engineering geological appli-

cations. The next steps include:

• The harmonization of regional

data models (structural geology)

and applied data models (bedrock

weakness zones, fractures and

jointing).

• 3D modelling of brittle structures

has been used (e.g., metro tunnels;

see Figure 5); and the applicability

of the mapping data in modelling

will be tested further in various lo-

calities.

• The contracted modelling work for

the Bedrock Repository for Nu-

clear Waste and other nuclear en-

ergy projects will continue.

Resources Allocated to
3D Modelling Activities

The number of staff and yearly bud-

get allocated to 3D modelling activi-

ties within GTK is not easy to pro-

vide. Only a minor part of GTK

experts are extensively engaged in 3D

work flows. The activities are embed-

ded within project work packages

(both GTK funded and contracted),

and although part of the work is not

modelling, it still can be considered

dedicated to development of the GTK

information infrastructure or work

flows for 3D modelling.
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Figure 3. Typical fence-diagram used in esker models. This is an example from Karhinkangas esker
(model length is approx. 12 km), Middle Ostrobothnia, Finland (Putkinen et al., 2014).
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Figure 4. In the southern coast of Finland, the fine-grained sediments are roughly subdivided into two parts: the underlying
glaciolacustrine and postglacial silty clay and the overlying organic-rich brackish water mud with a poor bearing capacity and
higher abundance of sulphide minerals that form sulphuric acid upon oxidation. The distribution and thickness of these two
units are modelled in the Suurpelto area (Espoo) with darker brown indicating the thicker (up to 12 m) and pale yellow indi-
cated more shallow (2 m) thickness of the organic-rich brackish water mud (Ojala et al., 2007; Ojala et al., 2018).

Figure 5. Statistical analysis of Niittykumpu fracture orientations, 3D visualization of the Niittykumpu metrotunnel fracture
data with weakness zones (blue), and fracture simulation of one fracture set showing fracture density (blue for sparse and
yellow for dense fracturing) in the background. The used software were Emerson GOCAD with Fractcar plugin made by
RING consortium and ISATIS (Geovariances).



For 2018 the amount of total GTK

man-years was 430–450. The 3D-

modelling related project work all to-

gether is estimated at 20–35 man-

years, and the hands-on modelling

(production) may be less than half of

that estimate. GTK aims to increase

substantially both the number of par-

ticipating staff members and the total

volume of 3D-modelling work.

Overview of Regional
Geological Setting

Finland is geologically part of the

Fennoscandian Shield with Precam-

brian crystalline bedrock covered by

thin glacial deposits of Quaternary

age. The distinctly twofold character-

istics of geology and the low lateral

continuity of both Precambrian and

Quaternary geological units – for dif-

ferent reasons – is directly reflected

to the mapping concepts and to the re-

search tradition in Finland.

The medium to high grade metamor-

phic Archean to Paleoproterozoic

rocks represent a crustal section of

ancient orogenic belts with complex

folding accompanied by migmatites,

various intrusive phases, extensive

shear zones, and faults. As an impli-

cation, the original geological succes-

sions are often difficult to connect in

a regional scale. This has been a ma-

jor challenge for bedrock map unit

definitions (application of the ‘map-

pable unit’ concept). Therefore, a

strong tradition of 2D-mapping based

on lithological division (rock types)

has dominated the mapping process

until recently. For the same reason,

the portrayal of cross sections have

not been a standard requirement of

the printed maps like in most coun-

tries worldwide. The geometrical

complexity of the Precambrian crys-

talline bedrock of Finland needs to be

carefully considered when developing

3D-mapping methodologies tailored

for the needs of GTK.

The Quaternary superficial deposits

cover the variable bedrock topogra-

phy. These sediments were deposited

mainly during the last glaciation or

thereafter as a result various glacial

and postglacial processes. The depos-

its are composed of different types of

moraines, that are partially superim-

posed by glaciofluvial deposits (e.g.,

eskers, deltas, ice marginal com-

plexes), and fine-grained silt, clay,

gyttja, and peat that were formed dur-

ing the thousands of years that fol-

lowed.

The composition, structure, and oc-

currence of till vary spatially due to

differences in topography, subglacial

deformable material and the distribu-

tion of Late Weichselian ice streams.

Subglacial tills are often covered by

loose till (hummocky moraine) accu-

mulations on melting ice margins and

in fracture zones. The locations of

subglacial drainage systems are com-

posed of washed and highly sorted

gravel, sand and silt, and often char-

acterized by the thickest accumula-

tions of superficial deposits in Fin-

land. The Salpausselkä I, II and III

ice marginal complexes represent this

well. Fine-grained silt and clay sedi-

ments represent glaciolacustrine and

lacustrine sedimentary environments

and were deposited on the bottom of

Baltic Sea basin and isolated lakes

from suspended material. Clay depos-

its mostly appear below the highest

shoreline and especially in the coastal

areas.

Data Sources

The major data source for regional

scale models is the GTK corporate

database. All of the GTK corporate

data is public information; mostly li-

censed (priced or free-of-charge) and

partly open data (with unrestricted

rights of re-use). In addition, both the

land survey data (including DEM and

LiDAR) and the environmental (EPA)

data are delivered by open license in

Finland. With increasing resolution

(e.g., ore deposit modelling, engineer-

ing geology, and aquifer modelling)

the data provided by the client or col-

laborator becomes more significant.

Bedrock Geology

• Crustal scale 3D-model of Fin-

land: GTK 2D map database; air-

borne geophysical data, seismic

sections and their interpretations,

gravity, magnetic and electromag-

netic inversion models; tectonic

evolution models

• Belt scale 3D modelling: GTK 2D

map database, airborne and ground

geophysical data; structural inter-

pretations, mineral exploration

data (both by GTK and mining

companies), regional structural

models

• Ore deposit-scale modelling:

mostly exploration/mining data

provided by the client)

Quaternary Geology

• Regional modelling: GTK 2D map

database, LiDAR DEM, basin in-

terpretations, airborne geophysical

data

• Applied modelling: LiDAR DEM,

ground geophysical data (gravity,

GPR, refraction/reflection seismic,

ERT), borehole and excavation

pits profiles

An increasing proportion of con-

tracted and jointly funded research

projects underline the importance of

corporate data policy. Confidentiality

issues are not normally complicated,

but good practices are essential both

in project work (contracts and agree-

ments with clear definitions of IPR)

and in information management (data

classification, licensing).

Clients are increasingly interested in

shared information infrastructures

and/or in GTK’s role in data archiv-

ing. Before committing to such shar-

ing, there needs to be a long-term

maintenance cost considered on a

case-by-case basis, and done so ac-

cording to the objectives of the GTK

data policy.

3D Modelling Approach

Each specific geologic application

area (mineral exploration, groundwa-
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ter, engineering etc.) have different

customer needs, modelling processes,

and end-products. Consequently, they

need to be described and discussed

separately in terms of 3D methodolo-

gies and modelling workflows. In this

section, concise information on the

current GTK approaches are summa-

rized.

Bedrock Geology Modelling

The 3D bedrock modelling process

depends on the scale and purpose of

the study. The regional scale models

are based on the geological interpreta-

tion that is often constrained by

sparse data. These conceptual 3D

models largely build on the present

understanding of the subsurface geol-

ogy. The process typically combines

information of the seamless digital

map database (DigiKP) with vertical

section compilations. In the forward

modelling the explicit model is tested

against seismic sections and other

geophysical data. In mining sites,

dense drilling often provides the pos-

sibility for more reliable models.

Even then, the structures between

drill holes can be drawn in many dif-

ferent ways depending on geological

interpretations.

• Regional 3D geological models

are built using the explicit ap-

proach using GOCAD and Surpac

software. The GOCAD examples

include the 3D geological model

of Central Lapland (Niiranen et al.

2014) and Outokumpu assemblage

(Saalmann and Laine, 2014). Sur-

pac software was used to build the

Pyhäsalmi-Vihanti area by Jouni

Luukas (Laine et al., 2015).

• The implicit method using Leap-

frog, Geomodeller, or GOCAD

software is applied for dense data

sets in order to define lithological

boundaries or orebodies (based on

the geochemical cut offs). It is also

used to improve and update ex-

plicit 3D geological models.

• Seismic sections and geophysical

inversion are used to build geolog-

ical 3D models. 3D geophysical

inversion is done mainly by

ModelVision and UBC code. Seis-

mic sections are interpreted and

visualized using GOCAD.

• Geostatistical 3D models are done

using ISATIS and Surpac soft-

ware. These are needed for ore

evaluation and uncertainty studies.

The resulting 3D models are

voxels, in which grid cells are

populated by lithologies, rock

properties, and in part by probabil-

ity distributions instead of one sin-

gle property or rock type.

Surficial (Quaternary)
Geology Modelling

3D modelling of Quaternary deposits

differs from the Precambrian forma-

tions because in most cases, the stra-

tigraphy is nearly horizontal, has a

patchy appearance, and the surficial

sedimentary cover is often rather thin,

typically 1-50 m with an average

thickness is less than 5 m. The vari-

able characteristics and clear disconti-

nuities between sedimentary units

enhance the 3D modelling. The uncon-

formities are particularly useful in off-

shore areas, where the late Pleisto-

cene and Holocene strata can be

subdivided into several allostratigra-

phic units (Virtasalo et al., 2014), and

the major unconformities can be

traced into the Baltic Sea basin-wide

in marine seismic profiles (Virtasalo

et al., 2016). Combined with 2D maps

and datasets of surficial deposits, dif-

ferences in sediment types (and gene-

sis) and unconformities also allow a

utilization of explicit conceptual 3D

characteristics for geological subsur-

face modelling. Typical subsurface

3D modelling projects at GTK are re-

lated to hydrogeology, geoenergy,

mine and industrial environments,

offshore infrastructure and under-

ground construction and land use

planning.

• 3D modelling projects typically

utilize ground penetrating radar,

offshore acoustic-seismic profiling

and reflection seismic data for de-

termination of sedimentary unit

boundaries that will be digitized,

and then cross sections can be

constructed. Sediment coring and

terrestrial borehole data guides in-

terpretations of sedimentary units.

The constructed models are typi-

cally explicit and created using

Groundhog Desktop, ArcGIS, and

GOCAD. In rare cases in ground-

water flow modelling projects,

GMS software implicit algorithms

are utilized.

• Marine seismic profiles and side

scan sonar images are interpreted

using Meridata Data Processing

Software, and visualized using

Golden Software Surfer and

ArcGIS. Multibeam data are pro-

cessed with Hypac and visualized

with Fledermaus software.

Engineering Geology
Applications

As population shifts from rural to ur-

ban, cities are expanding and becom-

ing more densely populated. There-

fore, the need for engineering-

geological 2-3D models has in-

creased. GTK contributes to be in-

volved with land-use and under-

ground planning and construction

with 3D model applications that are

based on geological and geophysical

information. The bedrock 3D models

are typically designed for under-

ground infrastructure (e.g., tunneling

and other subsurface constructions)

and geoenergy potential, whereas

studies of superficial deposits concen-

trate in areas with unconsolidated

sediments (clay-silt) across the coast-

line. GTK’s 3D modelling in the ur-

ban environment is targeted to pro-

vide information about geological

conditions and processes to anticipate

ground behavior and make realistic

assumptions regarding material prop-

erties.

The more data that is available for de-

velopment of 3D geological models,

the more the models become data

based, and even the implicit approach

to building potential surfaces can be

applied. Implicit approach can also be

used to update 3D models based on

sections and drill core data, as it is
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case in the Onkalo nuclear waste site.

In addition to surface models, also

solid and voxel models are built using

rectangular unstructured grids. These

are important for representing both

rock properties and chemical compo-

sitions.

• The implicit method (e.g., Leap-

frog, Geomodeller or GOCAD

software) is applied for dense data

sets. Explicit Quaternary geologi-

cal conceptual modelling is based

on Groundhog desktop operations.

• Recent developments in 3D mod-

elling include 3D models built us-

ing drone photographs and X-ray

tomography of rock samples.

In many practical applications, such

as in nuclear waste site investigations,

bedrock groundwater modelling or

rock engineering, it is important to es-

timate rock fracturing in 3D. Con-

nected rock fractures act as water

conduits and, in general, fracturing

affects the rock’s mechanical proper-

ties. A special type of 3D models are

related to fracture or discontinuity

models (DFN) derived from fracture

property statistics using Monte Carlo

simulations. Geological and stochas-

tic methods are applied in fracture

network simulations.

• Presently used software for sto-

chastic fracture simulation is

Fractcar plugin for GOCAD devel-

oped by RING consortium. In ad-

dition, own tools are developed.

Fracture networks will be used in

geomechanical modelling (Irazu

FEMDEM).

Generic Applications

Visualization and, finally the 3D

model storage for re-use, are the final

steps of a managed modelling pro-

cess. The option for re-use is seen as

a strategic requirement both for the

modelling software and for the 3D

database solution. Appropriate meta-

data with a description of the model-

ling process will be one key factor in

evaluating the reliability of the mod-

els.

• 3D visualization is done using 3D

modelling software and their view-

ers, ArcScene and Paraview.

• The 3D storage / database is tech-

nically not resolved; and both

commercial and in-house options

are actively studied.

Clients

Considering the fast development of

technologies and customer expecta-

tions, the definition of precise, use-

case based requirements for GTK 3D

mapping activities and for the Na-

tional Geological 3Dframework is a

demanding task. Therefore GTK has

selected an approach emphasizing the

easy re-use of the corporate data (2D

and 3D), standards (for interoper-

ability) and data access. This informa-

tion infrastructure objective must be

aligned with real-world project needs

(increased efficiency), the customer

needs, and the overall societal impact

of data services.

The clients and stakeholders are all

different and represent various busi-

ness areas. Mineral industry (mineral

exploration, mining) still is the most

important stakeholder for GTK and

much of the modelling has been (geo-

physical modelling, ore deposit mod-

elling) and will be (belt scale geologi-

cal modelling for mineral systems

modelling) developed accordingly.

Groundwater projects collaborate

with municipalities and environmen-

tal agencies. Urban geology and engi-

neering geology are of increasing im-

portance in GTK strategies and

modelling partnerships.

Current Challenges

The identified challenges are severe

when applying new technologies and

developing basic work processes at

the same time.

• Software architecture – affordable

– compliant for all application ar-

eas from crustal modelling to engi-

neering geology;

• Allocation of resources (especially

key experts) to long term objec-

tives (like NGFF) due to competi-

tion by contracted projects with

high priority

• Web-based 3D visualization solu-

tions for professionals and the

general public.

Lessons Learned

The transition from 2D mapping to

3D mapping is a pervasive process

for a GSO. Steady support from strat-

egy level planning, consistent long-

term objectives, and involvement of

key experts are essential - otherwise

the results are achieved too slowly

compared to the rate of the technolog-

ical change.

The conflicting priorities of long-term

objectives (requirements of a robust,

versatile corporate data; e.g., concep-

tual data models, vocabularies, archi-

tectures) and short-term project needs

(e.g., a contracted case model tailored

for customer needs) cannot be

avoided in a business model with

multiple funding sources. Realistic

balancing just needs to be done even

when it causes some frustration or

temporary anomalies to the planned

long-term objectives.

Next Steps

• Consolidation of the GTK 3D stra-

tegy and strict prioritization of 3D

key objectives and results to 2020.

• Identification of domestic and in-

ternational key partners in various

branches of 3D mapping and mod-

elling, including:

- 3D framework and reference

system

- Modelling and visualization

technologies

- 3D-databasing

- Benchmarking of processes and

products:

° Crustal scale modelling

° Belt scale bedrock model-

ling (combination of geo-

logical models and min-

eral system models)
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° Regional scale glacial de-

posits modelling

° Urban geology modelling
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